[Molecular genetics of radiation-induced chromosome breaks in a gene area in Drosophila: "position" effect of gene mutation?].
On the sample of 43 gamma-ray and neutron-induced inversion or translocation exchanges with the vestigial (vg) phenotype, the molecular cytogenetic analysis of distribution of exchange breakpoints on the molecular map of Drosophila vg region (subsection 49D3-4 on the polytene chromosome 2R) was performed using hybridisation in situ technique. Simultaneously, PCR-assay of DNA alterations in all exons and introns (except for intron 4) of the vg gene for 18 mutants with exchange breakpoints outside of the gene was carried out. The results obtained by these molecular genetic techniques have shown that 1) radiation-induced breaks under chromosome exchanges with the vg phenotype were regularly located inside of the vg gene (19 cases out of 43 studied ones or 44.2%) passing through the large introns; 2) breakpoints were frequently flanked by deletions of the gene as whole (3 exchanges) or of its major part (3 exchanges); 3) many of the breaks (18/43 or 41.8%) are situated outside (distal or proximal) of the gene although such mutants have got the vg phenotype; 4) 2/3 (12/18 or 66.7%) vg mutants with the breakpoint outside of gene show the intragenic DNA lesions (microdeletions, microinversions) occurring obviously independently and simultaneously with the neighbor chromosome breaks; 5) only each third vg mutant with break outside of the gene (6/18 or 33.3%) have the unchanged gene subregions under study and presents obviously the result of "position effect" which appear to manifest itself for a distance of 2-30 kb (more near and farther locations of the proximal and distal breakpoints, respectively, relative to the vg gene). Our findings showing regular induction of the multiple genetic lesions (chromosome breaks and mutations of the adjacent genes) on the both ends of chromosome exchange induced by single track produced by gamma-rays or neutrons were discussed as a scientific basis for the conceptually new approaches to the assessment of both genetic damage numbers in the cell genome with chromosome exchange (the multiple genetic lesions) and radiation genetic risk (our molecular genetic approach showing the need for an increase of risk levels at least on a factor of 3 for the heritable chromosome alterations detected by the ordinary cytogenetic monitoring).